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This is ENTMOOT #2, edited and published by Greg Shaw, 2545 Lexington 
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has indeed appeared in paperback, as has 
been widely rumored. It is published by 
Ballantine Books and sells for 95$, as do 
the Ballantine Ring books also. The cover, 
which announces it as the Authorized Edition, 
has an oval-shaped surrealistic painting 
of a Hobbit-hill with a stream in front of 
it along side of which are two flamingoes 
being stalked by a lion, and a very alien 
tree overlooking the entire thing.

It is mentioned as many as five times 
that this is the authorized edition. Twice 
appears this ’Statement From the Author': 
"This paperback edition, and no other, has 
been published with my consent and co-opera
tion. Those who approve of courtesy-at 
least to living authors-will purchase it, 
and no bther.” This seems unnecessary to 
me since Tolkien still holds all rights to 
the Hobbit, but perhaps it's only a dig at 
Ace.
Included in this edition are the two maps 
from the hardcover edition, that is, 
Thror’s map, and the map of Wilderland. 
There are no other illustrations.

According to the advertisement at the 
back of the book all three volumes of the T 
Lord of the Rings are also in print and may 
be ordered for $1.00 each.

I also noticed that the page numbering ia changed just as in the Ace LotR, and 
no doubt the Ballantine LotR will have an even different numbering system. This will 
undoubtedly confound readers of indexes or articles about the books, for now there 
will be 3 different numbering systems for LotR and 3 for the Hobbit. As Rick Brooks 
has pointed out, there is a definite and immediate need for some mathematically 
inclined Tolkien fan to work out conversion formulas.

In conclusion I think that Ballantine has produced an attractive and tastefully 
done book, and if their LotR is done as well, they are to be commended.

-- Greg Shaw



BANKS MEBANE, 6901 Strathmore St^, Cn^'v^ '

; Ii got a copy of ENTMOOT at the Midwe etc ph, and it interested me con
siderably > .since I’m a Tolkien fan. Il pan’t say mpch in favor of the 
repro on this first issue, but i nave hopes for future issues after 
reading your and Dave’s comments.

Harry Warner's thoughts about mu^ic for the Tolkien poems caused 
me to examine my own feelings on the matter, and I f ind that I had been- 
unconsciously thinking of. the Hobbit' songs. in terms of German drinking 
songs, and equating the Elven ballads with Schubert lieder—all of 
which reflects my rather schmaltzy'musical taste. 1., know 1 has shocked ’ 
when I first heard George. Heap’s folk-song setting of Gildor Is ’'Snow*; 
white’. Snow white’.”,?although I later earnesto like it, but the' initial 

•shock must have come from my unformulated Scnubert\P**e’-conception.,
. Tne alphabetical names Gina Clarke mentioned were.: . Elessar (LSR), 

Eowyn (EON), a,nd Arwen (RN)• ’ ' ' ' \

The idea.of publishing passages in the' elven letters is interesting, 
and I’m all for it, but I wave a few -quibbles this tline around. The . _ 
passage is not in Sindarin, as you say: it i§ in English, transliterated 
into the elven letters according to the Westron mode, somewhat adapted. 
Also you have only written it semi-phonetically, in places following, 
as Tolkien skys, T*the traditional spelling of English”, most notably in 
the iise of ”£> for both voiceless and voiced- ”tn”, and in. the retention 
of unpronounced double consonants, as' in ,”a Jn.tne passage below 
I have tried'to-be more phonetic, although I haven’t.worked as hard at 
it as I should, and tne tehtar are very, poorly adapted to English 
vowels. .

And I haven’t been very heat about writing thsji myself, .have ’I? 
Wei all need training in elvish penmanship.' , ’

I have a major criticism of your ’’Elven Saga”. If you are going; . - 
to make up events in Middle-Earth, they should’be consistent with the 
history that Tolkien has created. The breaking of Thangorodrim took .



Place at the end of, the First Age, and Condor was not founded until near 
the end of the Second Age, which makes your verse an anachrpnisihie mish
mash, as if you had written about aAwar between Julius Caesar and Adolf 
Hitler which resulted in the sack of Tenochtitlan. Please let’s be 
consistent. / ,

Sorry to do so m^ch, carping, but I’m sure you wanted something 
other than indescrimiriate praise. z \

, Regards,

Banks Mebane

-/ Your criticism of the poem is justified, and i apologize. As I ex
plained in my letterto you/ thou^i, I never meant that poem to be pub
lished in Entmoot, being aware of the faults in it. # Next to the 
Tengpar, my major area of interest .Is the songs, and I would like to get 
a discussion go-trig on tnis $6^ personal belief is that the ’modern 
faaksongt would fit/t^ Elyl$h songs perfectly. t have-heard most of 
Marion Bradiqy’ s tunes and . several others, Arid they sound so wonderfully 
elvish to me that 1. am sometimes deeply riwtibnal^— 
a case in point being mZB’stune frir Lament for Boromir especially. 
While all t her elvish songs^ had-a regularjnetre to them i; see this as no 
reason why the music played ^bh have’ contained varia-.-• *

tloris; much of our ’modern, folksongs* also.haye^regular metre, but they 
all have complex guitar ^variatloh in the backgroundand sound perfectly 
f ine.. We knows that irregular music was known. In .Middle-Earth, As. witness 
many of the Hobbit songs. ?Phen it comes to musical instruments, I’m not 
surej the Elves may haye^h^ wondersin.their Golden Age,
any of which may or may not have been leftover 'in the Third‘s But/ 
since we know that their strength was in.Nature, we can assume that any 
instruments the' Elves used were primarily of.the, string and reed. vari ety. 
They must have had some equiyelent of the guitar or lyre, most likely a 
harp of some kind, arid, many kinds1 of sophisticated pipes1. I doubt if they 
used any. brass instruments^ although they might, have known something abou 
percussion (but 1 doubt if. they, used it too extensively . For all that I 
love drums; they’re not elvishj. Many bf/< th eHobbit songs, are perfect 
German drinking- sohgsF^hd it is that very fact that disturbs me every ( 
time* I try ;tb peg th^ neatly into England or Ireland. While the Hobbits’ 
names arid environment^ is beyond all doubt English> their habits and cus-: 
toms are German." But then softs Hobbit songs sound Elvish (”The Road” )‘ 
and I was also quite, shocked when I heard Ted Johnstone sing the ’’Troll” 
song to a folk tune—it sounded ’wonderful, but I had the same problem you 
did, with my. subconscious .conceptions, ofwall Hobbit songs aS German 
drinking songs, and all'Elf songs as'folk tunes,: arid the two very re
moved from,one another. Well, there’s my Complete opinion for the time 
being. Let’s see if that stirs up some-comment ./-

LEROY FRaZIER, c/o Greg Shaw. \ <

A point cafte up recently in a discussion tpat I’d like to put to 
your readership, Greg. Tolkien gives us the-phrase,, in various forms: 
«The breaking of Thangorodrim and the defeat of Morgoth". I have always 
assumed that Morgoth was the First ^ge equivalent of Sauron, and Than
gorodrim some sort of manifestation of evil power, the Empire of Evil 
created by Morgoth, the Black One. But then I met someone who interpret
ed it the exact -Opposite way, with. Thapgorodrim as the Enemy and Morgoth 
his Reign of Terror. From Tolkien’s wWdlrig,. as far as I can see, it can 
be. Interpreted either way. I wbuld like to find out what the majority of 
your\readers thinks, a^d if any of then/know of a passage that would 
prove it one way dr another’. -/What about i^ fans? Can you help Leroy?/- 



FRED J. HOLLANDER 1032 Kagawa Street,Pac ific Palisades,Calif 90272

General comments first, tnen specifics. I liked your coverillo 
reasonably well even though it does not agree with my conception of 
Smeagol (alias Gollum). Becker Staus shows promise but needs develop
ment. (I should know, so do I) The repro needs some improvement. I 
think if you switch to black rather than brown ink or to more expensive 
stencils, or both, you would get better repro. Looking closer, it would 
seem that poor stencils is your problem since some parts of the page are 
poor while others are good. -/l'm inclined to agree that the fault lies 
with Dave’s stencils. He must get them awfully cheaply since mine cost 
6/ and cut perfectly. /-

I like the idea of a fanzine where Tolkien fans can discuss what 
they like and dislike and comment on Tolkien’s other works as well. I 
think that this was a good first issue overall, and please keep up the 
good work .

Now to specifics:
Your plans for the future sound very interesting. I would especially 

like to see the article on how to write the Elvish, and the word list 
as well. You might try to collaborate with Jack on the latter, as you 
have probably both nit areas the other missed, -/if you are really in
terested in the Elvish scripts , talk to Don Simpson, who is more of an 
expert than I’ll ever be. I have shown Jack my dictionary and I expect 
he’ll be able to point out many mistakes. After Jack and all the other 
authorities nave been consulted, the elvish dictionary will be published 
in final form in a small booklet ./-

I have given some thought to the music and song-s in The Lord of the 
Rings, mostly because Barry Gold, an LArea fan, was putting "The Fall 
ofGTl-Galad" to music and wanted suggestions.-/This interests me. I 
would suggest he forget Gil-galad since it’s only 3 stanzas, and find a 
tune for one of the other songs with a 4/4 meter; longer ones such srs 
E&rendil, or Tinuvial, or Durin, to name a few. Good ballad tunes in 
3/4 are quite common, but all these songs require 4/4 and if a good tune 
of that type can be found it is a shame to waste it on such a short song 
as Gil-Galad./-

I would think that the songs of the Hobbits would be very much like 
English folk songs in form and meter. And in the way they are sung. 
They would be sung by groups with little or no accompaniment. Possibly a 
lute-like instrument could be used, but I know of no mention of anything: 
like it in the books.-/it occurred to me since replying to Banks Mebane^s 
letter that some of the Hobbit songs would also sound good accompanied 
by a fiddle, and that in fact we know that the Hobbits did have fiddles 
(1-170-2)/-

The only songs of the Dwarves tnat are mentioned are marching songs 
which would mean that they are done without accompaniment except for a 
drum to keep step to. -/ Oh yeah? would you call .he song on 1-329-30 
a marching song?/-

The songs of men were probably accompanied by a lute-like or lyre
like instrument. I know of no evidence of this but it feels right to 
me. Possibly because they are mostly lays, and as such would be sung 
by minstrals who are normally accompanied by themselves on the lute or 
lyre. The marching songs of men would be accompanied by drums and quite 
possibly by trumpets as the rnytnm is right for such accompanyment.



The songs of the qlyes presented the greatest problem to me as 
far as musical -accompaniment went. • I have, ah image in my mind of a 
harpist or a flutist accompanying them/but • pe.rdaps that is because 
the songs of the elves ahe sad songs-, and both the harp and the flute 
can be. sad instruments. AS f or the songs themselves, they are obvious
ly not choral songs and would probably be sung by the minstrel or by 
one elf with a particularly good voice, though; all elves had good voices

The hobbits probably do not nave exceptionally high voices, no 
higher than children’s at any rate. If you will remember they were Sev
eral times mistaken for children during their -journeys through the-/?’./- 
Middle Earth. (This last, of courserefers tq Bilbo, Frodo, Merry, 
Pippin, and Sam.)

Speaking of musical instrumentsj the only ones that I know of that 
are mentioned in the books :aW drums and horns,.-/offhand I can think of 
a few more: harps, viols, flutes, arid fiddles . There may be mor?e./-

All of the names listed are names of Dwarves mentioned or partici
pating in the story of the LotjR. As to the observation that .’’Tolkien has 
it in the names department,” It is certainly true. I found so myself. 
But I would expect that as a philologist, ne needed some sort of talent 
to get started in the field at-all, much less become famous, so the 
fact is not so unusual as. it is faseinatirig-.;' ‘

I palAntir #3 has a very good-article^ on makirig a movie of the 
Lord of rthe Rings •• ! copies can probably be had for 25/ from Bruce Pelz, 
the editor. I’m. afraid I ddn’t have his address. .Greg-/Box 100, ,308 
Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles, 90024. A year ago. he had #s 1 arid 3. Now he 
seems , tq be out of #1, ;and I suspect ne’.s running short’ on #3. I wish to 
goodness somebody w'ould publish; the fourth issue. That 'was a damned grea 
zine arid they-have plenty of material Tor, another issue./-

The'main pidDl.bms- in making a m medium to be used,find
ing a producer who won’t murder the story to.get sales,, casting, and 
shooting. That covers about all the problems that can hit a movie, does
n’t it. I think I ’ll1 write an article on it, though, rather than make 
this letter any longer thah it is going to be. -/ Please do. Meanwhile, 
it is. fairly agreed that the medium should be live acting as much as 
possible, with animated ^segjnents iphen necessary. The two can be mixed 
quite well, witness Mary Poppins. The perfect medium in my opinion 
would be tha t us e d i n the movie ’ ” Bar bn Mun eha use n” tha t w q s s h o w n a t the 
pacificon; The ideal produceri would be Twin Rings' Films, if only they 
were rich enough. Ted .Johristone says he/has perfect” locations in mind 
for all the scenes, and Owen.Hanhofen has the musical score pretty much 
worked out. Hopefully^ tho if tn© paperbacks sell big, Disney or someone 
will attempt the film. He could probably do it well enough if he called 
in experts, and there’s a good cpance that he might ./-

Ah Elven Saga is a prettyKgood,poem, Greg. The meter is off in a 
couple or ; spots and the, phrasing could be a little. tighter too, but as 
I know I could nbt do better myself\ i will not harp on; it too much. 
Neither an I very familiar w ith the bit of history being told but it 
seems to me that if this is.the story of the: breaking of Thangorodrim 
thenhome things are slightly-put of" place . -/yes .'indeed. See Banks’ let
ter./- I also di sagree^with your picture of the Valar. but would need a 
little more evidence to'back up my feel them as angels/-

Until the next-time I write, may the rays of ,ES.rendil’s star guide
• / your way. . . . 7

> ' . Frederick j/'Hollander
i



CUYLER WARNELL. BROOKS, JR< 911 Briarf iold Rp«d, N;a«p^ 
' ' ■ . — ■ '■ . - *' ■. • t ■' 

to music in Middle-Eartn, there certainly were instruments- 
(see p.245, vl), but'Tolkien gives no detail. Tue Elves at Rivendell 
bad instruments and there is much mention of ’'music and singing”. I 
suppose the same was true in L6rien» There, is no' specific mention that 
I can ran ember of the Hobbits having instruments; but I would expect 
them to have simple ones. Everything e;lse being equal; the Hobbits’ 
voices would be higher-pitched than men’s voices, due to their smaller.- 
size.-/I tend to agree /- However, I ^et the impression that the Hob- 
hits are somewhat more heavy-set than- the average man.-/Not I. 7ho' 
Dwarves, as in-Ken deMuiffb’s perfect drawing of‘Gimli in NW 
are more heavy-set than men. The Hpbbits are merely chubby;;or 
or roly-poly; or something. Tne best drawing of a Hobbit tnat Is vo seen, 
the one in I PALANTIR #1, fits, my idea of a Hobbit exactly ./- Mere 
sice is not everything, after all, women’s voices are more high-pitched 
than men, though the size difference is small.. My own guess would be 
that the Elves music would be more, highly developed and intricate, more 
sophisticated, while that of the Hobbits would be more f oik.-type .Also, 
the Elven music that most impressed the Hobbits w onld probably be the 
simpler songs. George Heap sings ELBERETH GILTHONTEL to a folk melody 
nnd it sounds good to me, -/try singing it to ’Greonsleaves’/- I don’t 
Know1 if this will me^n anything to anyone else, but it has been suggest
ed that some of . t he Elven music might have been something, like the 
SONGS OF THE HEBRIDES,, «nd I ratner think that their, grander efforts 
might, have sounded like the 12th-century PLAY OF DANIEL. Warner speaks 
of the Hobbits as ”tiny”, tney were 3-4 feet tall; -/l’d consider that 
tiny./- J would guess that tneir voices were a pleasant middle pitch. 
The Elbes were man-size, or larger, and would have more or less normal 
voices.-/l object1. My impression of the Elves voices is that they ape to 
our ’normal1 voices as ours is to the croaking of frogs. This is just 
ny opinion, since the only quote that, applies is: ’’...and their voices 
had more melodies, than any mortal voice that now is heard.”1II-416/- 
I would guess that Elven.music would surpass our music, ..though it might 
seem -to men to lack emotion'. -/ Aeuin I object,, and most heatedly. The 
music of,the Elves was by no means intellectual and emotionless. It was 
the very • opposite. Tuu Elves nad very highly developed emotions. Most 
of their.songs in Lord of the Rit^s were very poignantly nostalgic, be
cause that.*, was the way most of the Elves who still remained, ip Middj’e 
Eartn felt; and I imagine they hud songs that expressed the other emot
ions very well. Waen I think of unemotional, intellectual music, I think 
of something like B»cn, which is not at all Elf -1 ike,. 'The whole idea of 
folk songs is one of ।emotional messages, arid to me the songs of Middle- 
earth, and especially the Elvas, were the, quintessence of folk-type • 
music-/-

About tne ’’importance of the name Tuck” that Warner mentions, I 
don’t oven remember such a name. Doos ne mean ”Took” maybe the name- of 
the great Hobbit family?-/ most likely he does/- T. would , like to have 
an example of one of these character names that is "two or three letters 
jf the alphabet spelled out phonetically”, I Can’t think of any such. 
-/l’m told that he was referring to Elessar (LSR) ~nd Arwen (RN, which 
is kind of stretching it)/- as Greg say$, some of the names can be 
■Graced to the Old Horse, s eme are Sa^on, tne Elves names are mostly con
structed for melodious sound. Tho name Sauron is. clearly derived from 
Msa~ro" tue Greek root for ’’lizard.” ^/somebody really ought to reprint 
Lin Carter1 s.ar^ XERO waich I’ve never seen but!’m told that
it is a definitive truee-d® n of Tolkien’s n^me origins. /-



That letter from Weight must be quite old, saying there’s no chance 
of a ph' LOTRl »/lt was/- I’ve neard a Ballantine HOBBIT come out Aug .5 
but haven’t seen it. -/mb’too/- . ? ' ' '

Becker Stuns may beright about fiddle Eartn looking more like 
Indochina than England. . Certainly, there fire no such mountains in Eng
land as Tolkien draws. The black and white drawings show a rather n«rt 
nouveau" influence, Tolkien has probably? seen-i a lot of Beardsley’s wprkr 
which shows an oriental influence., -/But surely you don’t think all of 
Middle-earth is supposed?to -represent England,. It is pretty much agreed 
that it takes in all of . Scandinavia, and goes as far as parts of Ger
many. Certainly ports look like Indochina—Nindulf, and maybe the Shire 
plus certain other places. But the. Shire alsp looks a great der.L 1 Jke 
England or Ireland—many hills, h611s all over the place, and l 
clustered f orests, and a climate similar to Englands, plus the customs 
of the natives of course. /- ?^

We'll, that’s,a rather long loc for a rather short zine. In your 
next y> u^sh’Ould at leas t ment ion Plot a and t he TSA * -/l probab lv woul d 
nave if I hud edited the first issue., but I didn t and Dave is not in 
any kind of contact with Ahem. Anyhow; NIEKAS has already publicized 
them, among others, and with a circulation of 500 can there be anyone 
in fandom that missed th©'announcement* Nevertheless vou’ll notice T’ve mentioned him thisn (IS I remembarto, that is.} /! y X notice I ve 

Best Ned.
-/Ned, you once mentioned you know how to write in the Anrren+hno ’ur« 
X^least aldd£m£h^oHaein%it4t^ a?ternfow lefte?s^ and/or 
to induce all tho?0bp

’ \ , - z-' . ;

RICK BROOKS, R.R. #1, Fremont, Indiana 46737
■. / ' / i ■ /■' ■"v . / -.- ' -' - • - c ' ‘'.. 'r '''■ ■

T received I have one idea for a worthwhile
Tolkien project, mainly for those who read your mag and don’t have the 
hardcover RING edit ions. Someone should f igure out a conversion f ormula 
to convert the page numbers in the hardcovers to the page numbers in 
both the Ace and Ballantind paperbacks. That way fans with just the 
paperbacks' can follow the discussions. . ?

You mention that you’re read #2 of I PALANTIR. Is there any way I 
could borrow, beg, or buy I PaIjANTIRs #2 and #3? I have a copy of #1 
and was very impressed by it. -/l don’t have #2-1 borrowed someone else’r 
copy. But maybe some of our readers can help you./-

I never thought of using script to represent English. I couldn’t 
translate your page of script, tho. -/l couldn’t either/- After getting 
a mess likd prhpkp fop the first word, I quit. I don’t think the repro 
duct ion was too good, tho. '

I liked "An Elyen Sage" but got a little mixed up shifting between 
Beleriand and Middle Earth.-/??!?1’But.Beierland was in M.Et.^-Direct- 
ly east of the Blue'Mts., I believe, or 0ybe it’s southeast/- 

'•/Your idea is a goo,d one and I nave given it some thought. Hopefully 
some fan more mathematically inclined than I will attempt it. Of course 
we are complicated by tne/.fact that,the Ballantine may use still a dif
ferent numbering, ' and alsb the fact .that nobody.seems to have noticed, 
that the page references in the appendices were not changed in the Ace 
editions; they refer to the' hardcover editions./-



of englishj&wi?

<X prppd^d jyAvm fbjr the

•as devised and told to

Don Simpson has come up with a- system 
of tehtar (vowel-signs) which', when combined 
with the Tengwar, are capable of representing ?' 
phonetically any sound that occurs in the English 
language, and he. has given me permission to 
tell- you about it. ' . •

- ‘ \ '• . . . ' . \ s " 5' J . ' ' J ■ , • •
■ ■ ’ L . ‘ ; • , . ' «J ,• > , ■ * '« . ( ' .; - . ... 4 \ ’

We do not claim it is Tn© Perfect System;, but to
clearly and.’logically derived from Tolkien’s notes, and until Someone 
comes up with a better one , which will probably be a long time, it will 
do quite admirably as a standard system to allows communication in the ’ 
FSanorean script between fans that was heretofore cumbersome and im- 
practical,. • • ;

I’m going to . try and explain this /thing so that anyone can under
stand it. Waether you plan to carry it /further and/actually memorize 

the signs is up to you. Basically, what we’re doing is writing in the 
English language, but using different letters, fetters which correspond 
to the sounds of the English letters. This might seem rather pointless,; 
but t^e reason we do this is not simply for that reason. Any'set of 
esoteric marks will not do* The thihg that has fasbinated so many people 
is Tolkien^s letters themselves. To the philologist, the Tengwar is 
obviously one of the most beautifully conceived, logical, consistent ; 
alphabets ever conceited by man. In addition of course is the fact 
that the letters have an* ae sthetic beauty all their own. And though 
we’re not all philolog is ts, I th ink most o f us can s ee hints of the 
splendour of the Tengwair.

' : . ■' • - ' 1 : \ ■ . < , •/ •: :.r ■; , '/ \ ’

included in this article are two. tables. .Table 1, the Tengwar, ; 
consists of the signs representing the consonants.Table 2, which is 
the most important part of, the wnple thing, is Don Simpson’s 
Actually, all that ‘ s ne eded t o learn to read ..and, write with these' let
ters is; these tables and. Tolkien’s Appendix £♦ Tn© purpose qf this, art
icle is merely to . explain, it in simpler terns . However, you ;shouHd read 
Appendix E bef ord proceeding with this unless, you‘are already familiar 

■ with it. 1 ’ ■ . '■'' ' ' . i ■■ .; J.



Table I: the co ns onant s. t ;

Thia table la fairly a elf-explanatory. I might point out a few 
matters of usage, though. No. 8 should in all cases be a hard g. The 
’sogt g’ of .English being of course represented by #7. There is no c, 
since in a phonetic language k or S can be substituted just as easily. 
No. 13 is used for the sound at the beginning of. the-word ’there’, and 
#9 for the sound in ’think1 / H/is not used dnless -it is actually pro
nounced, as with ail silent letters, for that matter . Q is written as 
kw. W, like h, is only used when actually, pronounced; X like q can be 
written with two other letters/ ks. Waan £ is pronounced like £, £ 
should be used. There is really no need to show doubled .letters or silent 
es at the end of words, altho Tolkien has given us signs with which to 
do so. ( ; <.

_ \ ... > ' v. '

Also in Table 1 you! will see off to the right some variant forms 
of some, of the.letters. We did not make these up; Tolkien explains them. 
Im. the first pox is shown a method of adding an £ at the end of a word 
(onlyl). This trick works with any of the first 24 letters of the Teng- 
war, and whdn the final £ sounds like a £ you can of course substitute 
a backwards, z for the backwards s in the example. The next box shows how 
you can represent two consonants’^!th one and.a sign. If you look at 
Grade 5, you see that they are all'’nasal’ sounds* n, m, ng. The rule 
here is tnat When one of these nasals is followed by one of the conson
ants above it in the same series (altho we only apply it to those in the 
first two grades) then that consonant can; be merely written with a bar, 
or tilde, above it to imply the proceeding,nasal. Which brings up a 
point I ought to mention ./The last example, nk, which is actually ngk, 
represents the sound at ,the end of the word ’think* This should be~ob- 
vious; I think it is fairly easy to see,, that the n in ’think1 has the 
same sound as tne ng In ’sobg.’ #Tne third box shows ..a method of doub^- 
ling letters, whicEHwe seldom usp in our phonetic system. Tne next box 
shows 'that two underposed dots represents a following y (and’.i, too, 
when at the. end of a/wpbd. The? riext 3 boxes'are three forms Tolkien tells 
us about for representing various common words. The last box is self- 
explanatory . , • / . ’ '
Table 2: tue vowels .. ;, ''';

” • Now. we edne to tn? 'vowels, where things get a bit hairy. Of. course 
this is where the whole problem lies. .Tolkien*gives us some vowel signs, 
but not nearly enough for a truly phonetic system, and it is obvious 
that we’-re going to nave tp. make up more. Mell with everybody making up 
their cw n tehtar, only chaos can result. But if a systpm such; as this 
can be ^accepted as standard, all our problems, are solved.

..,Tne basic idea of tkie vowel signs is*, in the .writing of the Tengwar 
all consonants she written the way we write our language, but the vowel 
sounds are represented by various.signs, generally located above the 
donsonants. , ' :

in Table 2, .the most Important signs, and really the only ones you 
need memorize, are the. first 13. The, others seldom occur, and anyWay are 
merely a matter of -combining two . signs to represent a sound that is the 
rembihatibn of two , vowels. Now there isn’t really too much to explain 
here, but this section ,1s. important because I’m asking you to accept 
these values, see how- they were logically derived from Tolkien’s (if you * 
are somewhat of a scholar in this area and need Official justification 
for them'), and agree to use them-1 should you decide to do any experimen
tation or communication with this field, for the simple sake of order. 
The punctuation marks on tnis table are merely helpful suggestions and 
you needn’t feel bound too rigidly with these in usage.





In Table 2 you will see three cplumns, each with .3 subcolumns. 
In each column the 3 sub columns are,, left to right: (a) the English, 
letter(s); (b) an English word with the sound;of the vowel within it 
and underlined^ and (c) the actual sign or tehta.

Pragmatic Applications: < ...........

Tno whole point of this article is to teach you-how to read & 
write this stuff, so I’d better explain a few things about how it’s 
done. First of all,' the most basic matter is' deciding what mode to 
use • We know about- three different‘mode S': Bel er land,, Quanya, and 
Sindarin. Wo know,-however, very little about' the first, so it' is for 
reasons of simplicity ignored. Quanya and Sindarin were the two Elvish 
languages of Middle' Earth inr the Taird Age, and although they were 
seperate languages/ they used the same written letters, but they used 
them differently. Most dabblers in.this area have chosen Sindarin, be
cause we know moref hjout it; because it is; easier. to use,.rand because 
it fits the English language for.purposes of transliteration quite well 
as witness the ■ fact that Tolkien used it on his title-page inscription. 
The main differences between the two modes &re; that 1)in Quenya the 
vowel sign was placed above the proceeding, consonant > while in Sindarin 
it is place above the following' consonant. The simple reason for this 
is that most Quenya words ended in vowels-and thus had no following 
consonant in the case ( of final voxels, and, in Sindarin most words end
ed in consonants; and 2) the,tehtar in Que'nya are the same as those in 
Sindarin but their values are,reversed. Thus the signs for o and u are 
reversed, and also those for e and i. Anyhow, the point is, we have 
chosen Sindarin, and again we^re asking you to accept this.

Now the first thing to de when writing in Toagwar is to pronounce 
the word, aloud or to yourself, enunciating each phoneme (sound) as 
clearly as you can. Regardless of the English spelling, this is a phon
etic system and you should choose the appropriate sign for each phoneme 
In the word, and write them in order. At first, you will probably want 
to write all the-consonants in order and then come back and add the 
vowel signs in the. proper place, altho you may find it easier to do it 
all as you g oblong, too. Reriiember that the vowel sign goes above the 
consonant that follows it. Example: tne word think. Yqu would write the 
th sign, the ng sign,, and the k sign, and put the ii tehta over the 
gg- . ■ ^a'A' " ,. ';'

By the way, you may have noticed that in Table 1, #s 29 &‘3O, and 
#s 31 and 32, have' the same values, and are the same, only upsidedown. 
This is1 because #s 30 and 32 are to be Used with tehtar above them.

/ For .a good example of Tepgwar writing,-look at the ring inscript ior 
onp. 59 of the hardcover Fellowship otRihg. I prefer to write this 
way, but I’ve noticed that almost all beginners find it easier, to write 
their letters separately, unconnected. This is OK, but as you become 
more proficient try to connect your letters. You will also notice in 
this inscript ion' the -f act that, the ’bows’ ' pf all the letters are in 1 
line, regardless of whether the’stem’ goes up or down. This is always 
true of all the letters except 1 (#27). Note how Tolkien places it.

A bit of logi-c behind table 2 is the fact that in cases of a tehta 
that is two or more tehtar combined, they are read (or pronounced) from ‘ 
top to bottomsYou can see this in many of the examples on the chart 
and Using this knowledge you can extrapolate other signs from this 
system to .represent any souhdo For example. how would you write the ” 
word^ tired ? It’s not pronounced ’ty-rpd’ as it’s spelled, but ’ty-erd’ 
which is 2 vowel sounds in a row. So to represent this in FSanorean 
you would have to Jut the ai diamond above the r sign, and for the other
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vowel vou would, of course’use tne u <as in bird), which is a dot un- 
de^neathi To someone reading he, he would pronounce -the ai first, then 
the u and then the r*  Thus 'vowel signs are always read fromtop to 
bottom and all voweT signs about a consonant are pronounced before 
the consonant itself, except in case of the ’following y’ sign.

• D1Ck Plot2’ 159 Marlborough Rd. Brook-

' ' 1 - form
I answered and got another leiten requesting information and fanzines.
I sent and after a long While got. a dittoed notice announcing a meeting 
at which would be discussed the problem of ’ "The Silmarillion vs Ace." 
Evidentally the meeting took place a month or so ago^ but I haven’t hear 
anything. Fred Lerner is closely associated with the group, which means 
it probably won’t get much done, but it has expanded its name and says 
it plans to unify; all Tolkien fandom, and I wish it; luck. Regardless of 
how little they actually accomplish, weall out to cooperate with Plotz 
as best we can because the better cooperation Ue gets the better chance 
he’ll get something done. ■ 1 '

When a vowel occurrs at the end.of a word, we must use what is 
called a, ’carrier’, which is nothing more than a sign that the tehta 

( can be placed over to take the place of the Consonant that isn’t there. , 
You can al so use a carrier within a word should you be confronted with 
some wild vowel..combination that it is simply, impossible to get entire- 

- ly over' one consonant. in a case like . that y ou would put the first 
vowel over, a carrier and the others- about the’ consonant. At the end 
of a word you merely tack, the carrier oh. There are two types of 
carriers, the long, carrier and the ,short carrier. According to Tolkien, 
the long carrier looks like an undotted English and the short 
carrier is merely a shorter, version. The long carrier is used for long 
vowels, the’ short carrier for short vowels. Very simple.An example of 
the ’short carrier can: be seen on that same p.:59 inscription in the 
word fshi. And I also notice, in fhis inscriptiona poing. I ought to 
make about the trick of using 'a tilde to represent a proceeding nasal 
consonant. WnQn ycu are using this, arid a. vowel sign must also go 
above the consonant',; the vowel si^n should be placed above the tilde, 
never vice versa. ( _ . >,

Well I can’t think of much more to tell you. You should now be 
able to read and write,the Tepgwar, if somewhat laboriously. With a 
few weeks of practice, if you are seriously interested, it will be 
the simplest thing in the world.

If you are still confused about any aspect of this area of study, 
don’t, hesitate to ask me to clarify whatever#.. you’re unsure of. But 
I’d like to point .dut that all any df us know> we got frpm Tolkien’s 
Appendix E, and that: all that’s necessary to understand this particular ■ 
system is. Table 25 that’s all I pad to work with in writing this art-

T would, also like to mention that anyone seriously interested in this 
is 1 nvited^$ay begged,to correspond with me in this script if thev 
like. It § incredibly fun to write, but its one major use is in writing 

use is-inscribing esoteric insetipt ions in the mundane ; wor Id to conf Ound ■ them.
1 would also.like to pdint but that the’ best means of writing with the 
Tengwar lb with a fountain pen, with about * 1/16" wide ppiSt.
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,e who I expected to respond did- 
which disappointed me same what, 

। who did write wrote long and 
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fut.Uh6/p6ntributions. So^ our little - enterprise: shows signs of prosper
ing. ' . ' . ' ' : . . ' "/'tZZ' 'z.'? ■ z i

In a recent distribution of aPA LI:wondered whatever had happened . 
to the Fellowship of,.the Ring. The following reply from Bruce Pelz was 
forthcoming:

The Fellowship of the Rihg is not doing much of anything but col
lecting money from people and issuing cards . <And not much of that, 
either,' as I explain to anyone stupid enough to want a membership card, 
(a buck each) just what he isn’t getting. The ;F$llowship has managed 
3 issues of • I PaLiNTIR in 5 years;^pretty poor average, but there is a 
lamentable lack of material. We may manage another during the'coming \ 
year. Or, Maybe,Not. So what yould you suggest doing instead of the " 
present inaction?” . » r ,

. ' ■ ... ■_ ■ !- \ • 1' . i' ■■ , 7s'7^'1 - : ■

Well, I dunno, but it seems to me. The original crop of fans who .. 
founded the FotR and did so much^ creative work based on Tolkien a few 
years ago were the result of the original hardcover public at ion of LbtR 
I can almost understand the torpid state these people are in how, since 
they have'already said just about everything they had to say back in 
the. days when the Fellowship was thriving. But recently,’may be because , 
of the paperback edit ions, or maybe not , there has been quite an up
swing of Tolkien interest. It seems, to me that ih the letterebls of 
many fanzines, especially Niekas, are constantly appearing letters from 
people who have finally gotten around to. reading LotR and are complet
ely hung up on it. With the advent .of the paperbacks,,^ there should be 
dozens' of people in .fandom, who Will;begin getting interested, \ v) - Z'Z 

■ " < . - v ' Z. ' ' 7‘-77' ■ ‘ ’ - '■ ' Z’ZZ’'' "
It has been my experience and observation that a very common and natural reaction to reading LotR. is. a. desire to investigate^ it further 

and do some creative work with it; write stories with charac ter s tand 
settings in Middle Earth, write articles pointing out some new area of 
symbolism in the book, write poetry, compile indexes..of,some,thing.This 
happened in the first Tolkien fandom, as witness ,1 PaLANTIR and the 
numerous fanziries and articles which appeared; and I see no reason why



the same thing shouldn't happen'again. As new Tolkien fans appear they 
will probably be writing material about him- But what are they doing witt 
it? They're sending it to Niekas- Tney're sending it to Entmoot (nope- 
fully)/or they're publishing, it themselves. Why not send material to 
the Fellowship of the Ring for use in I PaLaNTIR? Well, everyone knows 
that while they're a fine group and I PaLANTIR is a great zine, the 
club . is inactive and as far as'anybody* knows they plan to remain that 

.way.,''Bah. ■ / ' ■ . ' ' ’ ' '
I really do, think that when people come aroqnd want ing to join the 4 

Fellowship, instead of 'telling them what a waste of money it is, we 
should encourage them to devote some energy to revitalizing the club 
and making it into something that is wor.tn the money and effort of its 
members. / - . ; ' • / . ;

So much' for; editorializing.

Now some words About this magazi ne-itself. It would'seem to ne that 
the best format for a magazine of this type, and the one which will most 
likely evolve anyway, is that of a looong: lettercol and an editorial 
every issue, and an article gs often as'possible, ideally in everyissue. 
Then have special 'features such as poetry, announcements, etc., as thev 
turn up.; • -1 ■■ ; ..<• ~ . ■ J , . 9 . . 9 J
4 ark ■ pot rich and this is not a large general-interest zine. It 
is a limited interest zine for the ''Small number of people interested in 

' a certain .subject- Therefore we plan to have a limited circulation. 
Therefore only those who consistently show interest will continue to 
receive it. Subscript!one we, will accept, but. we. frown upon them. Tne 
preferred and cheapest way to get this Zine is to spend 4/ or 5/ for a 
post card or letter and contribute your ideas to the lettercol.

There are certain people that it is inconceivable to lepve off the 
mailing list of a Tolkien zine,. I don't want’ to leave them off. All,of ; 
these people received ENTMOOT; but few responded. I assume .this is be
cause #1 was',, so obviously crud^ and beneath their not ice. This issue has 
a press ruri of ISO, copies, and "it will be sent to everyone, I consider , 
this to be a good issue, filled with innumerable ideas worthy of lenghty 
comment. Therefore anybody who does not respond to this issue will be 
dropped, and •! suspect that our mailing list will be less than half its 
present size next issue; _ . . j f

I'd like to mention one other thing. Tolkien.art, especially of the 
’fillo1 type,, is incredibly hard .to fihd. Illustrations immensely im- ' 
probe the appearance; 9f ;a fanzine. Since many Tolkien fans are artists , 
I do hope some of them will try' to help us Outi Bill Reynolds has been . 
greatly obliging' witn his, art and I am eternally indebted to him, but 
I can't ask him to do all the art' in all dur future issues. I'd like to 
nave a cross-sect ion df. Tolkien artists gnd some > comparison of their 
differing interpretations of scenes and,characters in the Ring cycle.

To switch subjects one last time, I read somewhere that the old 
fanzine voM claime d that Oy would publish al 1. ietters exactly as re
ceived, no matter how weird. Weil, we're making a similar claim. If you 
san write at all in either the Runes or any of the script modes, you are 
encouraged tp write your letters'or part of them to us in that way, and 
we promise to ...duplicate it in bur lettercol./It. m even be fun co m- 
paring different styles of writing the script—I've noticed almost every
body has a slightly different way: pf interpreting them.

WellL.I hope you like this issue,- and please don't forget to send 
your comments to Dave Hall. And be sure to review us: in your zine, some 
of your readers may. be Tolkien fans that we know not of .,— Greg Shaw
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